SALIMPOUR DIVERSITY

Belly Dance Workshops by International Teachers

All Salimpour trained, but all different!

BRUSSELS, Tuesday November 1st, 2016 (bank holiday!)

GLORIA LANUZA (San Diego) has trained and performed with her
extended family of accomplished artists since childhood. She began
her formal training with Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Hip Hop and Flamenco,
before discovering belly dance as a young adult and studying this art
form alongside her dance theatre and choreographic studies. Gloria is
dedicated to developing unique approaches to fusion to create
stimulating experiences in her classes, performances, and artistic
collaborations. Salimpour certifications: JSBD2-SSBD2.

MODERN DANCE FOR BELLYDANCERS
10AM - NOON
Discover a fun and empowering way to approach Modern
Bellydance fusion. After a full body warm up, some modern dance
exercises will get your full body moving. You will be traveling
through space, using level changes and exploring the use of focus,
intent and direction. Each modern and belly dance exercise will
prepare you for the fusion choreography that will be taught to
Arabic music during the class. Knee pads optional.

YVONNE PEREIRA DUDLEY (Florida) is an award winning belly dance
artist and instructor with over 15 years’ experience, who has
embodied the study of this art as a full time passion. Yvonne was a
member of Virginia of Miami’s troupe Wa Nour Al Ayun for four years
and she was one of “The Final 6” dancers/instructors featured in the
web series “Project Belly Dance” DVD produced by Michelle Joyce in
2013. Yvonne was also cast in Jillina’s theatrical production “Belly
Dance Evolution” (Miami). Salimpour certifications: JSBD3-SSBD4.

VEIL CHOREOGRAPHY TO MISIRLOU
1.00-3.00PM
Misirlou is a beautiful piece that has been shared across ages and
cultures. It is known by Western audiences for being the theme
song of the movie “Pulp Fiction”, but the version used in this
workshop is off the “Kairo by Night” album. This vintage style veil
choreography is a tribute to the Golden Era dancers who inspired
Jamila Salimpour. Yvonne is a veil expert. Come and discover the
tricks to her flawless technique! Please bring a veil (a few
available for sale).
TURKISH ORIENTAL CIFTITELLI
3.30-5.30PM
Learn a dramatic Turkish Oriental choreography complete with
sultry floor work to the fiery Ciftitelli cut off of Didem’s “Dansin
Melegi 2011” CD. Open to all levels, this dance piece incorporates
the sharp isolations, passionate spins and athletic flexibility of the
lively Turkish oriental stylization. Layering options will be included
for those who would like an extra challenge. This energetic and
fun class requires knee pads!

VILIA BOUILLY (San Diego) is an award winning belly dance performer,
director, choreographer and instructor. Her performing and teaching
career spans more than twenty years throughout Southern California
and she has been a featured instructor/performer at dance festivals
in Mexico and Las Vegas. Vilia is the Artistic Director of the multiaward winning dance company Arabina, performing weekly dinner
shows for the past nine years. She has also performed as a member of
Jillina’s Belly Dance Evolution. Salimpour certifications: JSBD3-SSBD4.
LEVEL: all workshops are open to all ages and levels, given that you
have some belly dance experience (not necessarily Salimpour).
Optional layers will be available for more advanced dancers.
Comfortable and fitted clothing is recommended, no coin/bead belts.
LOCATION: Accordanse, Avenue Georges Henri 448, 1200 Bruxelles
(metro: Merode)

REGISTRATIONS: check workshop availability by contacting Maëlle
PRICE
1 workshop: 40€
2 workshops: 70€
3 workshops: 90€

(maelledanse@live.be). Upon confirmation, pay the full workshop
amount on Maëlle Quintart’s account (BIC GEBABEBB / IBAN BE40
0013 0835 2063) with « Salimpour Diversity Workshops + your name»
in communication. If you need to cancel, there will be no refund but you

www.maelledanse.com

may send a substitute. Should the organiser have to cancel the workshop,
her liability would be limited to reimbursing the workshop price.

